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Submission content: I have used Bondi Junction extensively for 35
years as my district centre for business,shopping, leisure and
transport.I am proposing two initiatives to provide a catalyst for urban
rejuvenation of rundown underperforming areas and as a means of
achieving the Commission’s objectives for BJ. I have 40 years Town
Planning experience and have undertaken pre-feasibility assesment of
both proposals with architects and engineers. I have no commercial
interest in either proposal. Firstly, the bus interchange should be
relocated to a new structure in the airspace above Grafton street
parallel to the Syd Einfield Drive.The current interchange is unsafe for
pedestrians on Grosvenor street, is unfriendly and of poor design. The
new interchange would be accessed by people primarily through the
Meriton Mall and ramp directly to the Oxford St. mall. Buses would
access it directly off the adjacent Syd Einfeld Drive and be largely
rerouted from the centre of BJ where they are an eyesore and provide
regular conflict with pedestrians. Interchange users would experience
fresh air, light and harbour views; experiences they don’t have now.
Secondly, a piazza would be created between the Oxford st.mall and
Eastgate Shopping Centre by demolishing the Bronka Arcade and
adjacent run down buildings including the Commonwealth Bank. A tall
tower for A grade offices would be built by the Spring/Newland corner.



The piazza basement car park would be accessed from Eastgate
Council carpark and could contain a cinema /night club. This proposal
would achieve Council’s failed town square plan . Both projects
delivered together would revitalise a poorly performing
undercapitalised central part of BJ. They would allow a coherent quality
urban centre to be created . Private sector investment would be
attracted to both proposals as BJ is a dynamic district centre whose
public domain,retail and commercial potential is undercapitalised
except by Westfield. It desperately needs coherent attractive and
linked public spaces and streets.BJ attracts a lot of young people for
study,entertainment and access for public transport to Bondi Beach.It
also attracts tourists.However BJ fails to give these sectors and the
public in general a quality experience in its public spaces.BJ has
unique attributes as a district centre in Sydney by virtue of its
prominent ridge location between the harbour,beaches and Centennial
Park ,it’s transport hub and dynamic multicultural social and economic
mix.It deserves to be a better quality urban space that only major
structural urban change can achieve.It needs to transcend the adhoc
piecemeal approach it suffers from.Perhaps it needs to become a
Collaboration Area.
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